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Abstract: The oxidation process of a nuclear reactor fuel rod clad made of zirconium is simulated. It is assumed that the 
oxygen is transported by anionic diffusion in the zirconia layer (ZrO2). Part of this oxygen reacts at the interface between 
the zirconia layer and the metal, while the rest diffuses in the oxygen-enriched metal volume (α-Zr(O)) to the core of the 
metal by an interstitial mechanism. The model is based on the thermodynamics of irreversible processes and takes into 
account the influence of driving forces on the oxygen migration in the metal such as the oxygen concentration gradient, 
the temperature gradient [1] and the mechanical stress gradient [2]. The growth of both ZrO2 and α-Zr(O) layers are 
simulated using the finite element software CAST3M. This model has been applied on an axisymmetric geometry by 
imposing a heat flow on the fuel side and a constant temperature on the waterside of the clad. The differences obtained 
in the inner and outer sides of the nuclear clad concerning the oxidation kinetics and oxygen distribution are related to 
some coupling parameters. Several values of those parameters are used in the simulations to highlight their influence on 
the oxidation behavior. Thus, we show that negative values for the heat of transport, which relates the gradient of 
ocncentration and the gradient of temperature, give coherent results with experimental observations on oxidation kinetics 
for both sides of the clad.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Zirconium alloys used as clad material for fuel rods 
in water-cooled nuclear reactors, have given excellent 
service for many decades. Nevertheless, the corrosion 
of these alloys in high temperature water limits their 
service life and remains an interesting research issue 
nowadays. The zirconium oxidation reaction takes 
place at the metal/zirconia interface. It is based on the 
anionic diffusion of oxygen ions from the external 
environment to the metal/zirconia interface through the 
zirconia layer and via the interstitial diffusion of oxygen 
in the metal. The consequence of the diffusion through 
the oxide scale brings a diffusion-limited oxidation 
process and a cubic or parabolic oxidation rate, as long 
as the zirconia layer remains protective (the so-called 
pre-transition regime). After a thickness of a few 
micrometers, the zirconia layer exhibits a loss of its 
protective nature which leads to an acceleration of the 
oxidation rate (post-transition regime). The cyclic 
stages of cubic/parabolic kinetics, related to periodic 
destabilizations of the protective zirconia layer, 
constitute a general pattern for zirconium alloys at 
service temperatures and explain the linear kinetics 
which is often observed [3, 4]. It has been shown that, 
as the zirconia layer grows, mechanical stresses  
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develop in the zirconia layer but also in the ! -Zr(O) 
phase and could explain differences between 
experimental isothermal kinetics and analytical kinetics 
derived from the Wagner’s theory [5].  

 
Figure 1: Out-of-pile experimental kinetics in autoclave at 
346 [4] and 360 [3], in out-of-pile corrosion loop at 346 [4] 
and in-pile kinetics for innerside temperatures between 360 
and 400 [6]. 

In reactor conditions, a heat flux is generated by the 
nuclear fuel contained in the Zr-alloy clad. As the 
zirconia layer grows, this heat flux increases the 
temperature at the metal/zirconia interface. However, 
waterside corrosion kinetics measured under constant 
heat flux in out-of-pile corrosion loops are greater than 
the kinetics measured under isothermal conditions in 
autoclaves (Figure 1). It appears that the heat flux acts 
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as an additional driving force, through the temperature 
gradient, causing the acceleration of the corrosion 
kinetics [4]. On the inner side of the clad, a zirconia 
layer is generated by contact with the UO2 pellet. It 
grows very quickly up to 5 m, which is related to the 
implantation of fission products coming from the pellet 
over this thickness and then grows slowly up to a 
dozen micrometers and seems to progress no more [6] 
(Figure 1). This zirconia layer seems to remain 
protective as it is stabilized in the tetragonal phase 
mostly by the fission products and because no 
acceleration of the kinetics is observed, contrary to 
waterside corrosion [2].  

The purpose of this study is focused on the 
oxidation process on the outer and inner side of a 
nuclear fuel rod clad made of zirconium under thermal 
and mechanical gradients. We develop a coupled 
modelling of zirconium oxidation, including mechanical 
stresses and heat flux generated by the nuclear fuel. 
Such a coupling is classically achieved within the 
framework of irreversible thermodynamics. 

2. THEORY OF DIFFUSION COUPLED TO HEAT 
AND MECHANICS 

The classical theory of thermodynamics of 
irreversible processes provides an expression coupling 
the diffusion flux J  of a particle in a solid and the heat 
flux q  [1]: 

J = !L11
"Tµ
T

+ L12"
1
T

          (1) 

where µ  is the chemical potential of the particle per 
unit of mass, T  the temperature, !T  the gradient of 
temperature and !T  the part of the gradient operator 
for which the temperature remains constant. L11  and 
L12  are phenomenological coefficients which relate the 
diffusion flux and the heat flux to the thermodynamics 
forces. !(1 /T )  is the force related to the heat flux and 
!("Tµ) /T  is the force related to the diffusion flux. We 
consider here only the flux of one type of particle in the 
solid (e.g. oxygen in zirconium). 

The heat of transport of the particle in the solid is 
introduced as followed: 

Q = L12
L11

            (2) 

This quantity represents the heat transported per 
mole of particle in the absence of a temperature 
gradient. 

Taking into account mechanical stress, the chemical 
potential is expressed as [5]: 

µ(c,T ) = µ0 (T )+ RT ln c( ) !V0"ij# ij         (3) 

in which µ0  is the chemical potential of the particle in 
the reference state, c  the mass fraction, V0  the molar 
volume of the solid in the reference state and !ij  the 
chemical expansion coefficients. The concentration is 
defined according to the elemental volume of the solid 
in its reference state. 

Assuming no temperature gradient and no 
mechanical stress, the diffusion flux in equation 1 is 
reduced to the Fick’s law: 

J = ! L11R
c

"c = !D"c           (4) 

in which D  is the diffusion coefficient of the particle in 
the solid. 

From equations 2 and 4, we can deduce the 
phenomenological coefficients: 

L11 =
Dc
R
and L12 =

DQc
R

          (5) 

For our calculations, the concentration is expressed 
in kg/m3 and the diffusion flux in kg/(m2.s). It is given, 
according to the previous equations, by: 

J = !D"c ! DQc
RT 2 "T +

M 0Dc
RT

" #ij$ ij( )         (6) 

where M 0  is the molar mass of the solid in the 
reference state. 

The total reversible strain is classically expressed 
as the sum of the elastic strain, the thermal strain and 
the chemical strain: 

!ij
(r ) = !ij

(e) +!ij
(th) +!ij

(ch)           (7) 

Thermal and chemical strains are expressed as 
followed: 

!ij
(th) ="ij (T )#T and !ij

(ch) =$ij (c)#c         (8) 

where !ij  are the thermal expansion coefficients. 

The mechanical stress tensor is given by the 
generalized Hook’s law: 

! ij = Cijkl (c,T )"kl
(e)           (9) 

where Cijkl  are the elastic components. 
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Evolutions of c , T  and ! ij  with space and time are 
obtained by solving the equation of mass conservation,  

!c
!t
= "# $ J          (10) 

the heat equation,  

!Cp
"T
"t
= #$ % q          (11) 

where q  is given by Fourier’s law:  

q = !"#T          (12) 

and the equation of local mechanical equilibrium.  

!" = 0           (13) 

3. PHYSICAL DATA 

Data used in our numerical simulations are 
presented in Table 1. Elastic properties are expressed 
in the global coordinate system. They were calculated 
according to the properties measured in the 
crystallographic orientations of the ! -Zr monocrystal 
[7] and related to the global system using the Kearns 
parameters [8], which enable to take into account the 
anisotropic properties and the texture of the metal. 
These Kearns parameters are given in normal, 
tangential and longitudinal directions: fn = 0.613 , 
ft = 0.328  and fl = 0.074 . Thermal and chemical 

strains are also expressed in the global directions 
according to the thermal and chemical strains 
measured in the monocrystal orientations a  and c : 
!i = !c fi +!a (1" fi )  where i  refers to the normal, 
tangential or longitudinal direction. 

Table 1: Material properties used for the computations. c  refers to the oxygen concentration in kg/m3 and T  refers to 
the temperature in Kelvin. Subscripts a  and c  refer to the directions a  and c  of the ! -Zr monocrystal. The 
chemical strain in the ZrO2 is not considered, as the diffusion occurs in grain boundaries 

 Properties   ZrO2   ! -Zr(O)  

  C11 = 375    C11 = 167.9+ 0.165c ! 0.041T   

Elastic   C21 = 156    C21 = 64.0+ 0.061c ! 0.008T   

components   C22 = 375    C22 = 162.3+ 0.153c ! 0.043T   

in the global   C31 = 94    C31 = 65.5+ 0.023c+ 0.011T   

directions   C32 = 94    C32 = 67.0 ! 0.013c+ 0.014T   

(GPa) [9, 7]   C33 = 219    C33 = 157.6+ 0.135c ! 0.044T   

  C44 = 75    C44 = 40.9+ 0.099c ! 0.024T   

Thermal   ! th = 7.8"10#6T # 2.34 "10#3    !a
th = 5.1679"10#6T #1.5603"10#3   

strain [10, 11]     !c
th = 4.5606"10#6T #1.7734 "10#3   

Chemical   !a
ch = 2.2251"10#5 c+ 5.0982"10#8 c2 #1.8103"10#10 c3   

strain [12]   !c
ch = 3.439"10#5 c # 8.2121"10#8 c2 +1.2237"10#10 c3   

Zr → ZrO2                              !"" = !zz = 0.005   

transformation  
                               !rr = 0.54   

strain [9]  

Density (kg/m3) [10]   5800 1! tr " th( )( )    6550 1! tr " th( ) ! tr " ch( )( )   

Specific heat   565+ 6.11!10"2T "1.14 !107T "2    0.1147T+252.55  

(J/kg/K) [10]   

Thermal conductivity   0.835+1.81!10"4T    depends on T  and c   

(W/m/K) [10, 14]   

Diffusion coefficient  
(cm2/s) [13] 

 1.05!10"3 exp "
122591
RT
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4. NUMERICAL RESOLUTION 

The equations presented in section 2 are solved by 
the finite element method, using the software CASTEM 
2014. Modifications have been introduced in the 
numerical convergence loop according to the equation 
6. Mechanical stresses and temperature are calculated 
in steady state because they reach equilibrium much 
quicker than oxygen concentration. The clad is 
modelized by an axisymmetric mesh (Figure 2). A 
constant heat flux is imposed on the inner face of the 
clad and a constant temperature ( Tout = 362˚C ) on the 
outer face. A constant oxygen concentration is also 
imposed on these two faces. The two other faces of the 
geometry are imposed to remain parallel to the radial 
direction. 

An isotropic thermal model is used to solve the 
thermal equations and an anisotropic elastic 
mechanical model to solve the mechanical equations. 
An isotropic thermal model with phase change is used 
to solve the diffusion equations, according to the 
analogy between thermal and diffusion equations. The 
value of the phase change temperature is set to the 
solubility concentration of oxygen in zirconium 
(464kg/m3) and the latent heat is set to the 
concentration jump at the interface between the 
zirconia and the metal (1778kg/m3). In order to avoid 
this concentration discontinuity in our calculations, we 
set the stoichiometric concentration of oxygen in 
zirconia as the difference between the actual 
concentration (2277kg/m3) and the concentration jump. 
Hence, oxygen concentration is made continuous and 
the problem can be solved in one single domain of 
definition. The position of the interface between the 
zirconia and the metal is given by the value of oxygen 
concentration at the solubility concentration. 

A previous study [5] showed that for such an 
axisymmetric configuration, the gradient of !ij" ij  is very 
small in the zirconia layer and then, the mechanical 
effect on diffusion flux is insignificant. Moreover, the 
heat of transport of oxygen in zirconia is reported to be 
very small, if not zero [15]. However, in the ! -Zr 
phase, its value is not known. In order to evaluate this 
parameter, we present numerical simulations of the 
growth of zirconia layers on the inner and the outer 
sides of a clad under heat flux using our model for the 

diffusion of oxygen in the ! -Zr phase only. On the 
basis of corrosion experiments in autoclave and 
corrosion loops [3], we determine a value of the heat of 
transport and discuss the influence of temperature 
gradients on the waterside and innerside corrosion of 
the nuclear clad. 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Simulations of zirconia growth have been made for 
two different heat fluxes (60 and 100 W/cm 2 ). Six 
values of the heat of transport were investigated: ±107 , 
±5 !107  and ±108 J / mol . Calculations without thermal 
coupling (mechano-chemical coupling) and with no 
coupling at all (Fick’s law) were also performed for 
comparison. 

 
Figure 3: Simulated kinetics for ! = 60W / cm2 . 

 
Figure 4: Radial distribution of the oxygen concentration in 
the metal for ! = 60W / cm2  at the end of the simulation. 

 
Figure 2: Geometry used for the simulations. 
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Figure 5: Radial distribution of the hydrostatic stress in the 
metal for ! = 60W / cm2  at the end of the simulation. 

 

 
Figure 6: Radial distribution of the mechanical term !ij" ij  in 

the metal for ! = 60W / cm2  at the end of the simulation. 

Some evolutions of the zirconia layer thickness with 
time are given in Figure 3 for ! = 60W / cm2 . The 
growth rate of the zirconia layer is higher on the inner 
side than on the outer side. This is coherent with a 
higher temperature on the inner side, because of the 
direction of the heat flux. However, each coupling 
moderate more or less this growth rate. Comparisons 
between the case without coupling (Fick) and the case 
without thermal coupling (Q = 0 ) show that there is 
little difference on the outer face while the zirconia 
layer grows faster on the inner side when considering 
the mechano-chemical coupling. When considering the 
full coupling, positive values of Q  accelerate the 
zirconia growth on the inner side while they diminish it 
on the outer side. For negative values of Q , the trends 
are switched. This latter case corresponds qualitatively 
to the observations made on separate analytical 
experiments in thermal loops and in autoclave (Figure 
1). Considering the kinetics on the inner side of the 

clad, the heat flux has a slowing down effect on the 
oxidation, which is coherent with the experimental 
observations that the zirconia layer thickness remains 
bounded to a dozen micrometers. 

 
Figure 7: Accelerating factor versus heat of transport for 
! = 60W / cm  (in red) and ! =100W / cm2  (in blue). 

The corresponding oxygen concentration profiles in 
the metal are showed Figure 4. While profiles for the 
case without coupling are morphologically similar to the 
initial profile, we can note a particular change around 
c = 250kg / m3  for the other cases. This change of 
oxygen concentration gradient is related to the 
mechanical coupling and is coherent with previous 
calculations [5]. It is most particularly connected to the 
variation of the parameter a  of the zirconium 
hexagonal lattice with the oxygen concentration. The 
diffusion depths of oxygen in the metal are directly 
related to the growth rates of the zirconia layer: the 
thicker the zirconia layer is, the deeper the oxygen 
diffuses. 

For each coupled case, we determined an 
accelerating factor. It is defined as the ratio of zirconia 
layer thicknesses between the coupled case and the 
case without thermal coupling (Q = 0 ). Figure 7 
represents the evolution of this factor with the heat of 
transport on the inner side and the outer side of the 
clad. As it is suggested by the kinetics, increasing the 
heat of transport increases this factor on the inner side 
but decreases it on the outer side. This factor was 
experimentally deduced for the same thermal boundary 
conditions used in our simulations: 1.03 at 60W/cm2 
and 1.08 at 100W/cm2 [3]. From this two values, we 
can predict a value of the heat of transport around  
-2 x 107J/mol (Figure 7). 

Compared to known heats of transport of interstitial 
oxygen diffusing in metals of groups 4 and 5 ( ! -Zr, Ta, 
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Nb and V, cf. Table 2), the proposed value turns out to 
be too high of 2 or 3 orders of magnitude. In the ! -Zr 
phase, it was reported to be 89.1 kJ/mol between 1400 
and 1700 [1]. These authors also suggest that this 
value should be negative in ! -Zr according to 
experimental observations. The big value that our 
simulations suggest for the heat transfer in ! -Zr tend 
to show that the thermally driven diffusion is probably 
not the only factor that can explain the difference 
between the nuclear clad inner and outer sides 
oxidation. However, for negative heat of transport 
values, the thermomigration acts in the same sense as 
the experimental observations. Thus, experimental 
investigations would be necessary to measure the heat 
of transport in ! -Zr.  

Table 2: Heat of transport of interstitial oxygen for 
some metals of groups 4 and 5 

 Metal   Q (kJ/mol)   Ref.  

! -Zr   !20000    this work  

! -Zr   89.1    [1]  

Ta   !20  to !80    [16]  

Nb   !67    [16]  

V   17  to 29    [16]  

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

 By means of a thermodynamic approach, we 
developed a coupled modelling of zirconia layer growth 
under thermal and mechanical gradients, taking into 
account the oxygen diffusion in zirconium. The heat of 
transport of oxygen in ! -Zr, which relates the thermal 
gradient to the oxygen diffusion flux, remains 
experimentally unevaluated, as for we know. We built a 
methodology in order to determine its value, based on 
experimental data of the open literature. It was shown 
that this parameter is necessary negative, which is 
coherent with an accelerating effect on the outer side 
and a slowing down effect on the inner side. The value 
of the heat of transport obtained by our simulations in 
order to fit the experimental observations is about 2 
orders of magnitude bigger than values for other 
materials, which suggests that the thermomigration is 
probably not the only factor that can explain the 
differences experimentally observed between the 
oxidation of the inner and outer sides of the nuclear 

clad. However, experimental works should measure the 
! -Zr heat of transport in order to evaluate the 
importance of the thermotransport in strong 
temperature gradients oxidizing environments.  
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